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The "Live Free or Die" State is about to choose option B for its LGBT citizens. In November Republicans were elected in
veto-proof majorities to both Houses of their Legislature -- 19-5 in the Senate, 298-102 in the House -- and it is their
stated intention to repeal the marriage equality law that went into effect a year ago today. Taking away their citizens'
freedom to marry, the state's motto leaves them but one other choice: death.

Already four Legislative Service Requests (precursors to formal bills) with intent to redefine marriage solely between a
man and a women have been filed by members of the new legislature. It seems all but certain that one such bill will be
brought up and passed in the coming session, vetoed by Democratic Governor Bill Lynch, and then a veto override
attempted.

What will it take to sustain the Governor's veto? Assuming all remaining Democrats would vote to sustain the veto, it
would take four Republican Senators, for a total of 9 votes of out 24, or 32 Republican House members, for a total of
134 votes of out 400 to deny a two-thirds supermajority. My understanding is that the former (finding four Republican
Senators) is considered extremely unlikely, leaving it to defenders of marriage equality to round up at least 32 House
Republicans (and possibly more, if there are Democratic defectors) -- approximately 11% or one in every nine
Republican House members.
 

Crossposted from Daily Kos

jpmassar :: New Hampshire to LGBTs: Happy New Year! Now Die.

I certainly don't know if that can be done, and nothing I've read on the subject is making any predictions at this point.
But according to SeaCoastOnline, Jim Splaine, who sponsored the existing law, has done some calculations:
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Splaine looked at the numbers and said, if those who support marriage equality can find 50 or 60
Republicans "who will join the Democrats in upholding any veto," he believes they will succeed.

That's seriously depressing, if true, but math doesn't lie: it mean that he believes that at least 18 Democrats would
defect and vote for repeal.

So what happens if such a law is enacted?

While the bill to legalize same-sex marriage in New Hampshire did not take effect for more than six months after it
was passed, there is no guarantee that there would be any such delay if a repeal were to become law. In New
Hampshire, each bill contains the date that it will take effect; there is no mandatory waiting period.

No one knows yet whether the language in such a law would completely annul existing same-sex marriages, turn them
into civil unions or leave them as is. The language may be vague enough, as was California's, to force a court to
ultimately decide what the fate of the approximately 3,000 same-sex couples who have been married since January 1,
2010 is to be.

Another question is whether enacting such a law will trigger a new federal suit, similar to Perry v Schwarzenegger. It
too would claim that revoking marriage equality violates the United States constitution. Unfortunately, it seems like
such a claim would be a lot harder to make stick, since it will be much harder to point to animus on the part of the
Legislature than it was in the Perry trial. In Perry, the defendant-intervenors were the group that organized and
campaigned for the Proposition 8 ballot initiative. Unlike Perry, there will be no television ads seething with hatred to
cite, no innuendo that gays are out to steal children for their agenda to point at, and no campaign websites spouting
lies and bigoted attitudes to present as evidence. 

If the Republicans touting this bill are sane (which they will not be, and thank something for that) all there will be will
be speeches of the floor of the New Hampshire House and the Senate defending the 'sanctity of traditional marriage.' 
Seems hard to prove animus in a court of law from just that. Are national LGBT organizations or others willing to
sponsor such a lawsuit without as strong a case, despite the success (so far) of Perry v Schwarzenegger?

Perhaps more importantly, are national LGBT organizations up to fighting these bills-to-be before they become law in
any sort of serious way? So far I've seen little to suggest that national organizations like the Human Rights Campaign
or the Courage Campaign are focusing effort on New Hampshire. Did they fail to learn the lessons of California in 2008,
and then again, of Iowa in 2010 where the battle was never even joined?

From notes on their web site, the New Hampshire Freedom to Marry group seems to be organizing, but I suspect they
will be outgunned, outspent and outpeopled by NOM and other hate groups unless there is aid and assistance from
national groups.

Opponents of equality will stop at nothing to gain the victory they so desire: a rollback of human rights in New
Hampshire. It's time for the LGBT Community and supporters to wake up from the pleasant dream that was the vote
on Don't Ask, Don't Tell's still-to-be-realized repeal and smell the stench that is about to rise in New Hampshire. 
However badly I mix metaphors.
Tags: (All Tags)
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committee chairs
what do we know about the committees these bills are likely to be assigned to?  often times legislation never makes it
to a full legislative vote if a committee chair never moves it through.  

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 13:35:49 PM CST
[ Reply ]

"Opponents of equality will stop at nothing to gain the victory they so desire: a rollback of human
rights in New Hampshire."
You can't roll back what doesn't exist.

Trans people don't have any in NH.

>^..^< 
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by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 14:12:43 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

So
I take it that your "position" is that repealing no civil right of any person other than a trans person can
ever be called rolling back human rights? That's manifestly absurd.

by: SkepticalCicada @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 14:35:20 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Nice try
I'm simply pointing out that: 

The "Live Free or Die" State is about to choose option B for its LGBT citizens.

is yet another (at best) sloppy use of 'LGBT.'

NH chose "option B" for trans people long ago when it enacted a law allowing gays and
lesbians to discriminate against trans people - and it doubled down on that option by moving
on to gay marriage rather than to making trans people equal to gays and lesbians.

Making sure that trans people never have the freedom to be judged on a level playing field in
employment, the state's motto has long left trans people in NH but one other choice: death.

Before the whining starts, that's as legitimate of a rhetorical dichotomy as the one which
concludes the opening paragraph of the main post.

>^..^< 

by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 15:07:29 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

if you're not too busy, do you mind if i ask which law you are talking about?
I wouldn't even begin to know how to Google it from your description.  And from the
sound of it, I want it gone.

by: numol @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 15:27:18 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Gay-only rights laws allow gays and lesbians to discriminate against
trans people
Its not politically correct to say so, but that's the reality.

>^..^< 

by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 16:22:48 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Eveverybody can discriminate agsint Ts, not just LGBs (and
other Ts).
what the state law says is that nobody in new hampshire can be
discriminated against in employment or public accommodations on the
basis of sexual orientation.  what we need to add to that law is gender
identity and expression.  so currently someone can be fired (or not
hired in the first place) simply because they are or are perceived to be
transgender.  anyone is permitted to discriminate against transgender
people in n.h.. unlike what KatRose just said, the law doesn't
somehow give special permission to gays and lesbians to discriminate.
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Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 17:38:35 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

"the law doesn't somehow give special permission to
gays and lesbians to discriminate."
Sayin' it don't make it so.

Fact: "sexual orientation" is a prohibited basis for
discrimination in N.H.

Fact: "gender identity" is not.

Therefore, gays and lesbians can discriminate against trans
people; the fact that straights can also is immaterial.  If a
trans person is discriminated against by a gay or lesbian
employer (I know - no one here wants to think that that ever
has happened), all that employer has to do is utter the magic
words: "I admit it.  I refused to hire that transsexual, but too
bad.  There's no such cause of action."  If a gay or lesbian
accuses a trans employer of discrimination, even if there is no
basis for the complaint, there is one thing that the trans
employer cannot say, and that is "There's no such cause of
action."

Fact: Gays and lesbians in New Hampshire have the legal right
to discriminate against trans people.

If that's a problem for you, make changing that legal reality
your number one priority.

I find it interesting that no one is articulating any reason -
other than what appears to be an implied justification based
on claimed numbers of same sex couples in NH - why
expending political capital on changing a legal status that at
present is not (and, whether anyone wants to admit it or not,
likely for the next several decades will not be) recognized
outside of NH and the handful of states with SSM/CU was
more important than basic economic equality for the segment
of the LGBT populace that needs it the most.

>^..^< 

by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:29:47 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

*[new] I did articulate a reason,
and that is that the GOP-controlled legislature is
unlikely to pass a nondiscrimination law.  But don't let
my opinion stop you - get out there and keep trying.
 I also said I thought people need to keep lobbying
the public and legislators on our issues no who is in
charge right now.  "Our issues" include the
nondiscrimination law.  That may even be your only
issue.  Fine.  Educate and lobby the legislature on it.

Turnabout is fair play: What I find interesting is that
nobody has outlined a path for success for a
nondiscrimination bill.  All I hear in this thread is
anger at gays.  Even if that anger is 100% justified, it
won't induce a legislator to vote for a
nondiscrimination bill in this session or any session.
 Only lobbying and education will do that.  So what's
your plan?  If you lay out a valid plan, people will
follow it.  They won't follow accusations and vitriol.
 Accusations and vitriol are legislative losers.  Are you
really in this to pass legislation, or jsut to get even at
gays?
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"I have been mocked over and over again by
ungodly and unprincipled anti-christian
lesbians." 
(from "Six Years In Sodom: From The
Journal Of James Hartline," 9/4/2006, written
from the "homosexual stronghold" of Hillcrest
in San Diego).

"Pam is a 'twisted lesbian sister' and an
'embittered lesbian' of the 'self-imposed
gutteral experiences of the gay ghetto.'" --
9/5/2008

Peter LaBarbera of Americans for Truth
Against Homosexuality heartily endorses the
Blend, calling Pam:

A "vicious anti-Christian lesbian activist."
(Concerned Women for America's radio show
[9:15], 1/25/07)

"A nutty lesbian blogger."
(MassResistance radio show [16:25],
2/3/07)

Pam's House Blend always seems to
find these sick f*cks. The area of the
country she is in? The home state of
her wife? I know, they are
everywhere. Pam just does such a
great job of bringing them out into the
light.

Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:58:12 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

That's an absurd phrasing
Lurleen is right. And as she points out, the law continues to allow
other TRANS people to discriminate against trans people too.

Good luck with your intelligence-insulting bomb-throwing.

by: SkepticalCicada @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 18:19:14 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Sweet
Trans equality means having the same ability to discriminate
against Transgender people as everyone else. Having been
discriminated against by gay & straight people I look forward
to a trifecta.

Good times.

by: Kathleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:01:15 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

"That's an absurd phrasing"
Bowers v. Hardwick was an absurd SCOTUS decision.

But for severnteen years, it was absurd law.

>^..^< 

by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:14:31 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

marriage equality benefits transgender people too
so it was not at all sloppy to say 'lgbt' in this instance.  i'll take your word for it that
marriage equality wasn't a priority of the new hampshire transgender community - it
isn't for a lot of the lgb community either.  enda is.  but seeing as marriage equality is
now law in new hampshire and presumably transgender people are taking advantage
of the law too, i can not imagine why a transgender person wouldn't want to defend a
law benefitting them.  

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 15:43:46 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

i don't think she was saying that the marriage equality law doesn't
matter.
I think she was just saying that there are more pressing issues.

by: numol @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 16:13:26 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

"presumably transgender people are taking advantage of the law "
Presumably, as of 2008, gay people were taking advantage of civil unions in
New Hampshire.

I cannot imagine why someone who already had all the non-federal rights
that, absent a gay Loving v. Virginia SCOTUS ruling, the person was going to
get out of the the person's relationship's legal recognition wanting to move on
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--Impeach Bush

who monitors yours Bevis ?? Just
thought I would drop you a line,so the
rest of your life is not wasted.

--"Joe"
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toward expending the limited commodity of political capital on a mere word
while a portion of the state's population is legally excludable from employment
and housing.

Oh wait....

Actually, I can.

>^..^< 

by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 16:32:54 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

i think she was just making a point
And as much as I hate the idea of this "one man, one woman" bullshit happening (especially in
my state), I do agree that transpeople have a lot more pressing human rights concerns.

by: numol @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 15:15:04 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

* what she said, in other words (i'm a slow commenter)

by: numol @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 15:23:16 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

It is hard to justify
Pushing for national orgs to focus all their resources on marriage & no such
push for basic employment rights in the same state.

by: Kathleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 15:35:10 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

has a national org signed on?
so far i haven't heard of any of our national orgs making any noise
over new hampshire.  

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 15:46:31 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Did you read the article?
It's what the author seeks.

"i can not imagine why a transgender person wouldn't want to
defend a law benefitting them. "

Well - dating isn't your first priority when you can't pay the
rent. Nor does one seem like much of a catch.

I can not imagine why any one would be upset over
suggesting it's not a priority. Okay - that's not completely
true.

by: Kathleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 16:32:05 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

do you think that there is a possibility
of getting a transgender nondiscrimination law out of
the current n.h. legislature, given its gop-majority
makeup?  under the current circumstances, pitting
passage of such a law against defense of marriage
equality is a false choice.  we all know that no t- or
lgb-or lgbt-positive laws are going to pass the n.h.
legislature any time soon.  the best we can do for now
is 1) maintain what we have while 2) continuing to
educate the legislature and public on our issues.
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Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For Military
Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 17:27:31 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Why not compromise?
Go to the GOP leadership and say, "We
believe in incremental progress, so we'll
compromise.  We'll support you in your effort
to repeal gay marriage if you support passage
of a trans anti-discrimination law."

No?

Didn't think so.

>^..^< 

by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 17:34:38
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

sure, give it a shot
but be prepared to be laughed out of the
building.  do you honestly think the gop gives
a rat's ass about rectifying anti-trans
discrimination?  really?

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For
Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 17:40:56
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

They couldn't
Part of the NH Senate deal with Same Sex
Marriage was to unanimously block rights for
trans people, and prevent the question from
being re-visited for at least 2 years.

That's a matter of public record. Neither the
Dems nor the GOP could grant trans people
equality even if they wanted to - not for
another year or so anyway.

NH's existing marriage law may also not allow
trans people to marry. I think it does, but it
may not.

There's no case law on the subject, and there
are other jurisdictions where both mixed-sex
and same-sex marriages are legal, but those
of post-op trans and intersexed people are
not.  

There is no situation so complex it can't get
even worse 

by: ZoeB @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:11:01 PM
CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Zoe, I think you're incorrect
If such a deal* was made, there in no reason
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one side or the other can't ignore it.  There
can be no legal weight to such a deal, after
all.  Are the deal makers even still in the
legislature?  There is nothing carved in stone
in politics, as you know.  Deals are broken all
the time when they're no longer desired by
one party or the other.

*I'll take your word for it for the sake of
argument now but such an accusation really
should be supported with at least a pointer to
the public record you say exists.  Why stay in
the realm of accusation when you can
produce proof positive that the trans were
sold out?

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For
Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:18:41
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

How about you compromise?
Go tell congressional Republicans that you'll
support overturning recent Title VII victories
protecting trans employees from
discrimination if they'll pass the Uniting
American Families Act and stop breaking up
transnational gay couples.

No?

Didn't think so.

by: SkepticalCicada @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at
18:24:15 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

"Go tell congressional Republicans that
you'll support overturning recent Title
VII victories..."
Oh, I'm sure we won't need to do that.  Our
"allies" will happily put that on the table -
though I don't think it will be for the UAFA.
 Rather, it will be for a Barney-HRC ENDA -
kind of a one-upping of what the gay elite in
Maryland did ten years ago by lying to the
Legislature by claiming definitively that we
were already covered under then-existing
state sex discrimination law.

...and then Maryland moved on to gay
marriage.

>^..^< 

by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:57:36
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

....

Go to the GOP leadership
and say, "We believe in
incremental progress, so
we'll compromise.  We'll
support you in your effort to
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repeal gay marriage if you
support passage of a trans
anti-discrimination law."

The right to marriage is a fundamental civil
right enunciated 14 times by the US Supreme
Court.   Laws against private discrimination
are purely a construct of A) Title 7 Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (enforced via the Congressional
Commerce Clause) and B) State laws thereof
(Which doesn't have any sort of 10th
amendment issues to speak of at all).

No compromises.

by: Gray Coyote @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at
18:32:51 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

"The right to marriage is a fundamental
civil right enunciated 14 times by the US
Supreme Court."
I guess I missed the one (or more) of those
fourteen that recognize that for same-sex
marriage.

No compromises.

Except on trans rights, of course.

>^..^< 

by: KatRose @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:11:19
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

By that logic
I do know that preserving marriage in NH is
less likely than passing employment
protections many other places. So - if we're
looking at using resources from outside if NH
- which is what's suggested - it's a bad
choice. I also am pretty sure neither of us live
there. I don't have employment protections in
my home state or NH - nor do gay folks. You
have them at home and in NH.  It's amazing
you think I should consider marriage a
priority given my situation - I may never
marry - I always need to feed myself. It's
that simple for me.

I accept you do - I'm not you. And don't have
the same needs. Marriage just isn't high on
my list.

by: Kathleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 17:53:51
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

as i said
"continuing to educate the legislature and
public on our issues".  i didn't say which
issues.  it is quite understandable if marriage
isn't on your personal list of priorities.  as i've
said several times already in this diary alone,
it isn't the priority for many lgb people either,
despite the accusations hurled regularly
against gays.  as if all gays are the same and
have the same priority.  pah!
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but marriage equality is the priority for 3K
couples in n.h. and other lgbt people there
who someday want to marry someone of the
same gender, so i see no reason to throw
intra-community bombs as some are doing
that could undermine their effort to keep that
civil right.

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For
Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 18:34:50
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

I wasn't speaking
To all gays. Nor was I stating it was what all
gays thought.

Can I ask if you have a professional interest
in the marriage rights issue?

by: Kathleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 18:55:02
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Kathleen i didn't say you were
i was also addressing others in that comment,
and i'm very sorry if there is confusion.
 please know that it was unintentional.

professional interest?  i volunteer (meaning i
DO NOT get paid and NEVER HAVE) for equal
rights washington which is dedicated to lgbt
equality and played a solid role in getting
transgender people covered by state hate
crimes and nondiscrimination laws.  erw also
supported the efforts to pass the domestic
partnership laws and will support marriage
quality when the time is right.  my
comments here are my own and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions or
viewpoints of erw.  in other words no
Kathleen, i'm not a sock puppet. i've not been
sent here by an employer or the org i
volunteer for to say what i'm saying.  i'm
speaking my own personal mind.

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For
Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:08:44
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Thanks
I was getting that vibe & thought disclosure
appropriate if it were the case. It isn't -
though marriage is the main issue your group
has been working on as your state passed
nondiscrim leg in 2006? Or so. Hence its
primacy for you.

by: Kathleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:15:44
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]
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Kathleen, it's primacy for me
comes from my marriage (thank you canada!)
being disrespected by my state government
and the federal government, not because erw
is now focused on marriage equality.  it
happens that at the moment my personal
priority and erw's mesh, which of course is
very nice.  if we didn't have nondiscrimination
laws in washington state, that certainly might
be my first priority but it's hard to say, not
actually being in that position.

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For
Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 19:24:08
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

I wasn't speaking
To all gays. Nor was I stating it was what all
gays thought.

Can I ask if you have a professional interest
in the marriage rights issue?

by: Kathleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 18:55:08
PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

what-if
So even if these proposals made it to the floor...and if the new republicans were actually crazy enough to REPEAL an
EXSISTING right, and even had enough of their collegues to pass this with a veto-proof majority...couldn't (wouldn't?)
A group file a lawsuit immediately and ask for an immediate stay of the discriminating potential-law until the case was
through?  It wouldn't b hard to prove that the law would have immediate negative consequences for new Hampshire
gays.

Morality is simply the attitude we adopt towards people whom we personally dislike.-Oscar Wilde 

by: RF.KVAN @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 14:45:44 PM CST
[ Reply ]

But
You're assuming that all Republicans are going to be anti-gay. Maybe it's a myth, but I've always heard that
Republicans in New England are more socially moderate than other parts of the country.

by: shaz4005 @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 14:49:05 PM CST
[ Reply ]

not all but most
there are certainly pro-equality republicans in New England, but they need to be strong, independent thinkers
because discrimination is in the New Hampshire GOP party platform

VIII. THE FAMILY

Preserving Marriage and Family

We realize that the family's most important function is to raise the next generation of
Americans. We place our highest priority on promoting and preserving the family as the most
important institution of human development by:

   * Recognizing marriage as the legal union between one man and one woman 
   * Opposing recognition by the State of New Hampshire of all other forms of civil unions,
regardless of where such unions were formed (other states, U.S. territories, and foreign
countries)
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Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 14:57:39 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

The diary
does not assume all Republicans are going to be anti-gay.  It raises the question of whether there will be
enough Republicans in favor of marriage equality to prevent an override of a veto, and whether there will in
fact be Democrats as well who will be anti-gay enough vote for an override.

by: jpmassar @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 18:38:43 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Please take note of this
I read a lot of absurdity here in the Blend (and in other place in the gay blogosphere) about how the Democrats and
gay rights organization wish to hold gay rights "hostage" (so to speak) in order to keep the votes and the money
flowing into their organizations.

This story right here shows the absurdity of such thinking.

True, the functions of such organizations may change to being much more heavily focused on ensuring that gay rights
laws are enforced and on closing the loopholes that exist. But the very fact that reactionaries will want to repeal such
laws (just as they would like to repeal black civil rights laws, abortion rights, just as they will want to repeal
comprehensive immigration laws once those are on the books) will make the existence of gay civil rights organizations
a necessity.

by: kevinchi @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 14:52:31 PM CST
[ Reply ]

Is animus necessary?
The animus argument in Perry was to underscore the basic thrust of the Prop 8 campaign, in a bid for heightened
scrutiny, based on the precedent of Romer.  In a straightforward case of repealing an already granted right, the state is
going to have to show a compelling state interest in abrogating rights guaranteed by the federal Constitution -- the
other prong of Perry -- which I don't think is going to require that kind of demonstration.  What would be necessary
would be a good legal team prepared to blow the state's arguments out of the water.  (Unless the governor and/or
attorney general decided not to defend the repeal -- that could be interesting.) (Not a lawyer, nor to I play one on TV -
- any attorneys out there with a take on this?)

Hunter 

by: Hunter @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 14:55:45 PM CST
[ Reply ]

You answer your own question, I think.
Animus is one leg of the argument.  It helps, but may not be necessary, especially if there is a favorable ruling
from the Ninth Circuit in Perry.

by: jpmassar @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 18:40:21 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

Isn't New Hampshire in the 1st Circuit?
The DOMA cases out of Massachusetts are pending appeal to the 1st Circuit. Would not any rulings there favorable to
marriage equality apply immediately to New Hampshire?

The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States. - The U.S.
Constitution Article IV.Section. 2. Clause 1 

by: canoebum @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 16:42:36 PM CST
[ Reply ]

But how would it be applicable if
the New Hampshire legislature repealed the law that NH legislature passed.

remember, part of the basis for the decision in those Massachusetts cases is that DOMA is in violation of the
10th Amendment (states rights). Even if that could be applied to the cases in NH, it wouldn't exactly be in their
favor.
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by: kevinchi @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 17:16:37 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

GLAD's DOMA case is irrelevant here
for that case to be relevant, the state has to permit s-s marriage in the first place.  the GLAD case is about the
federal government recognizing s-s marriages for the purposes of federal law.  it has nothing to do with
whether a state can forbid those marriages in the first place.  

Click HERE and sign up: Campaign For Military Partners. 

Lurleen on Twitter. 

by: Lurleen @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 17:29:41 PM CST
[ Parent | Reply ]

If NH LGBTs want to stop this
they need to take to the streets, over and over again, in large numbers--put a face and a sense of force to our side.

Show that, for once, we will not roll over and take this outrage. 
Because I do not think that there is a case to be made to obtain standing in the Courts and taking the standing issue
up to the USSC is hugely dangerous

I tell you Chica that no greater abomination exists than women denying their spirit of sisterhood and instead becoming
the oppressor. -Rebeca, Universidad Complutense de Madrid 

by: MauraHennessey @ Sat Jan 01, 2011 at 17:20:24 PM CST
[ Reply ]

New Hampshire to LGBTs: Happy New Year! Now Die. | 47 comments (1 new) | Post A Comment
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